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During the past year, the Board
~as
received complaints from a few
members concerning what they consider to be misconduct on the part of
another member.
The complaints
vary from misrepresentation of items
for sale as being 100"10 original, when
in fact they are not, to such things as:
selling to a higher bidder after a deal
is completed, delivery of something
different than what was ordered, sale
by deception and false advertising.
After much consideration of all
factors involved, the Board has taken
the position that it is the individual
members who must take it upon
themselves to uphold the objectives
and purposes of the ATCA as outlined
in the bylaws and that the Board will
not intervene or otherwise become
Involved in individual disputes between members. However, the Board
will continue to monitor situations
which appear to be detrimental to the
organization in general.
The Board members recommend
that all transactions should involve a
"---"'mutual understanding on the part of
ooth the buyer and seller before a deaI
is finalized.
This would generally
involve an agreement that the buyer
has the option to return the item for
full refund within a specified period of

* NEWSLETTER *
time if the item is determined by the
buyer to be different to that represented by the seller. The buyer should
insist upon such an arrangement to
avoid any later misunderstandings
and possible dissatisfaction.
Additionally, the Board asks that
each member assume a personal
responsibi lity to promote the ATCA
objectives and purposes in all of their
dealings with other members and the
public.
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tually beenfew in number, they are of
concern to the Board.
The 650 plus members of our
organization can be proud of the
tradition that has evolved during our
eleven year history. Because we are
now a large and complex association,
it wi II be necessary for everyone to be
especially aware of the ATCA goals
and objectives as they relate to all
concerned.

Though the complaints have ac-
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GEOFF HILLESTAD
ATCA Board Chairman
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MEMBERSHIP
RENEWAL

TI9

Return your completed
1984 renewal card along
with $25.00 for U.S. and
Canadian
members and
$30.00 foreign members,U.S.
funds, to the ATCA office,
Box 94, Abilene, KS 67410.
Receipt of your annua I dues
and completed renewal card
prior to February 1, 1984is a
must.
SEND
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. REX ABBOTT, #1109,a new member
from Queenstown, Republic of South
Africa, is affiliated with a non-profit
museum in Queenstown. They would
like to establish a telephone collection
for the museum and would appreciate
telephone and related items as donations or at VERY reasonable prices.
Please contact REX. This would be a
chance to help promote the history of
telephony in a different part of the
world, other than your own. Rex's
address is: c/o Engineering Staff
G. P.O., Queenstown 5320,R.S.A., Tel:
2992or 3606.

CRANK PHONES STILL
USED IN ISOLATED
NATIONAL FOREST

The pride of his collection is a 6 ft.
tall oak W. E., circa 1891. Others
include oak and walnut wall phones
dating from 1888 to about 1910,
another rare specimen is a circa 1905
oak 50 cent payphone. He owns many
candlesticks including rope and potbellies from the 1890'sto 1904. He has
an oak W.E. desk and some early
versions of the original round-base
cradle phone introduced in 1928.
This "hot" item recently appeared on the comic pages in newspapers
nationwide --

RICHARD

KUNATH

of Teaneck. N.J .. collects antique
telephones and has over 100 ..
including one six-feet high. made
in 1891 of oak - yet he hates to
talk over the telephone'

~

San Francisco -- Forest dwellers in a
remote area of northern California
still keep in touch with each other and
the rest of the world with a whirl of
their old, hand-cranked magneto
phones.
A single strand of wire snakes
about 17 miles through the rugged
Klamath National Forest, about 230
miles north of San Francisco. The
wire is tied to a modern microwave
relay station in Sawyers Bar that
connects the crank-phone users with
the rest of the Siskiyou Telephone Co.,
which serves about 5,000customers in
an area the size of Connecticut.
There's no electrical service there, so
the phones use power generated by
the magnetos to signal other subscribers or the operator, who has to dial the
outside numbers.

HE LIKES TO
COLLECT THEM BUT
NOT TALK ON THEM
DICK KUNATH, #199,has more than
100 phones in his Teaneck, New
Jersey home. His interest began, at
the age of 8, when he saw an ad in
Popular Science magazine for a
candlestick telephone for $4.
He
wanted the phone but didn't have the
money to buy it.
Fourteen years
later, in 1968,he saw a similar phone
in an antique shop for $20. and he
rushed in and bought it. He's been
buying phones in all shapes and sizes
ever since.

-
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The line was abandoned sever (
years ago by the National Fore!..
Service, which gave it to the subscribers. They are responsible for keeping
it in repair, which is a problem in the
~.;
....
winter.
Residents can talk among
themselves, but a break in the line
can isolate them from outside service
for about three months out of the
year. When this happens everyone
FRANK LUTKA, #979,Weston Ontarpicks up the phone when it rings just
lo. Canada has 125 telephones from
for a senseof communication with the
- -1Z--different-countrres--mad~y-25-outsrae
worla~.:-on for the good ole
different manufacturers. Some of the days.
--....
countries include England, France,
_._._._._._._._._.-

•-~

Sweden and Denmark.
One is a
beautiful
ivory colored Mexican
phone with no dial. One is a phone
from Norway, the only country in the
world that has a phone with an
opposite dial. If you connected that
phone to our system and dialed 1, it
would operate as if you had dialed
nine.
He started his collection about 20
years ago. Most of his phones work.
He refinishes the phones himself.
He's been in the ATCA about two
years and feels his membership gives
him a great advantage in buying
phones at a considerable discount.

R.A. BAXTER, #501, Victoria, B.C.
owns this 1915Western Electric desk
phone with a #1005Bmarked handset.
If any member could inform Bob
whether many of these phones were
made, he would appreciate it.
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tion Company apparatus, and there
are others, appears to be identical by
photo comparison to the S.A. No. 50
except for the switch-hook, receiver
and transmitter and base mounted
button). Seepg. 54, "100 Years of the
Telephone 1876-1976"Frank A. Soden,
Australian Historic Telephone Society. The S.A. iron base interior bears
a button aperture impression that
could be extended to an opening in the
molding process.

SWEDISH AMERICAN
POTBELLY TELEPHONE
By GEORGE EK, #17
The Swedish American No. 50
baroque (potbelly) desk set stands
majestically, even if it fails to glitter
like gold for lack of polish. All metal
parts are brass (and possibly all were
originally nickel plated), save for the
base which has a symmetrically
brass spun skin that covers a hidden
iron interior. The potbelly shaft is the
-'III other spun brass part. The dimenII' sions are (approximately):
total
heighth to top of transmitter's knuckle 8 7/8", base diameter 49/16", base
heighth 15/16", shaft at widest circle
1 3/4".
The Turn of the Century witnessed the birth of the Swedish American
Telephone Company.
S.A. doors
opened to the sale of a remarkable
large assortment of quality telephone
instruments, including at least one
switchboard. Only the graceful No. 50
was offered for desk set service for
approximately two years.
It may
have been stocked for sale as late as
1903 or 1904. How many may be
impossible to determine.
The less
elegant, sturdy No. 70 with its fixed
position transmitter,
witnessed a
change in consumer style and choice
as well as solid company development. Sadly, the much later No. 75
attests to a once proud company
reduced to the impoverished production of "tin plated" instruments.
~

As with other telephone manufacr' turing companies of this period, S.A.
purchased parts and pieces that it had
neither the manpower, tools nor
faci Iities to manufacture.
The
transmitter was Swedish American,

and the cast brass switch-hook was
unique to S.A. The exposed terminal
#17 receiver
(and the later #19
concealed terminal model) was brass
with an outer shell sleeve of hard
rubber.
Although not yet verified
from records in Stockholm to determine if, how many and how long, S.A.
in all likelihood purchased the #17
receiver from L.M. Ericsson. The
receivers were built to the distinctive
design of the S.A. transmitter's
inventor, Tiodolf Lidberg.

The Lidberg transmitter
was
featured as an S.A. specialty. It was
proclaimed as "absolutely superior to
the American Bell long distance"
transmitter.
(Telephone Magazine,
pp. 102-103, July, 1901.) Lidberg, who
had years of experience in LME's
Stockholm plant, managed and personally supervised the Continental
Electric Telephone Company of 630
Wells St., Chicago. Continental, the
unconfirmed predecessor of S.A. was
organized in the summer of 1899. On
September 5th, patent No. 632,355was
awarded to Lidberg for his transmitter.
The Swedish American Telephone Company was incorporated in
Illinois in the late autumn of the last
year of the ninteenth century, and
where-oat 680 Wells sr.. Chicago.

With the exception of the transmitter and receiver (and perhaps the
switch-hook), the No. 50was probably
purchased as parts from a Chicago
firm supplying other telephone manufacturing companies. (Carl Sandburg
in his great poem, "Chicago," could
have hailed: Chlcaqo. the independent telephone capital of the world!)
For example, the Standard Construc-

Certainly if the No. 50did not live
up to the S.A. motto, other S'.A.
apparatus of 80 some years ago did,
"to manufacture nothing cheap, be- .
lieving that the best is the cheapest."
(Telephone Magazine, p. 103, July
1901)
From a beginnings of fifteen
hundred square feet and five employees, S.A. expanded to twenty-five
thousand with 200 employees, all
within a span of eighteen months.
Perhaps S.A. Telephone Company's
initial
success coupled with the
appeal of the No. 50 lured Telephone
Magazine to make the immoderate
prediction that "this company will be
the largest manufacturer of telephone
apparatus in the United States."

HISTORICAL
TELEPHONE
EVENTS
FOR JANUARY
2... First private line Morse telegraph
(interchanged with private line telephone service) used by the press
between Boston and New York ... 1888
3...Mable Hubbard Bell (Mrs. Alexander Graham Bell) died .... 1923
S... First exchange opened Ottawa,
Canada.... 1880
5... Northern Electric Company Ltd.
of Canada, was incorporated through
merger of Imperial Wire and Cable
and Northern Electric & Mfg .. Co.
Ltd .... Northern Electric is the manufacturing branch of Bell System in
Canada.... 1914
17..Alexander G. Bell moved to 5
Exeter Place, Boston, in order to have
the use of a room on the third floor as
a laboratory.
He was sti II experimenting with the "gallows type" and
other forms of magnetic transmitter
telephones including reed receivers ...
1876
30..U.S. Patent No. 186,787,the second
fundamental telephone patent issued
to Bell. It covered important mechanical features of apparatus .... 1877

CHANGES
TO YOUR
MEMBERSHIP

WELCOME
NEW MEMBERS
FOR JANUARY

LIST

TOM VAUGHN, #765, 15128Mendota
Rd., Apple Valley,
CA, 92307,
Tel: 619-242-2932
TOM RABE, #680, c/o CP National
Corp., 5201 California Ave., Ste. 250,
Bakersfield, CA 93309
HOUSE OF PHONES, #681, 1906
Harbor, Costa Mesa, CA 92627
JAMES JENSEN, #422,300 E. H St.,
Space 66, Benicia, CA 94510
BRUCE
POTTER,#1069,
Tel:516-499-0380
RICHARD LOVETT, #19, Rt. 1, Box
578, Bristol, NH 03222,Tel 603-744-5665
FRED LIEBMAN,
#1048, c/o F.
Marden, 1 Cornwall Ln, Apt. 2N,
Carle Place, NY 11514
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ATCA SHOW DATES
:/ 1984 Spring Show April 5-7 ~ JOHN E. WILEY, #11l6, 4324 W. 109
Abilene, Kansas
~; sr.. Oak Lawn, IL, 60453
~ 1984 Fall Show Sept. 13-15 : ROGER L. NATTE, #1117,1968Fruitwood,
Jenison,
MI
49428,
Springfield, Illinois

r:~

Tel: 616-457-1251
HOWARD WAYNE TOBIAS, #1118,
139 Edgewood Ave., Edgewood, PA,
15218,Tel: 412-244-8744

.......•.•..•..............••.•...........•..•..•........•..•.....•.................
ADVERTISEMENTS
~
ADVERTISING RATES
~
Classified Ads:
Name and ad
dress free; first 25 words of ad
free i 5 cents per word over 25; $ 4.
per photograph .
Display Ads: Any ad consuming
a total of 10 running inches per
member will be considered a
display ad at a rate of $ 3.50 per
running inch or $ 100. for a full
page.
ADS MUST REACH THE ATCA
OFFICE BY THE 15TH OF THE
MONTH

.

HISTORICAL
FACT SHEETS
Due to popular demand,
the Membership Education
Committee is once again
offering the first six sets of
Historical Fact Sheets for
$ 5.25; sets 7 and 8 for $ 2.00
and two articles on Phillip
Reis and the Edison Carbon
Transm itter for $ 1.50. Send
your money to the ATCA
office promptly. Orders will
be served on a first come,
first serve basis.

...................
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PHONE

BOOTHS.

SWITCHBOARDS.

DESK SETS
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We're still looklnq for articles for
the newsletter" ARTICLE OF THE
MONTH." They don't have to be the
rare stuff -- ordinary cradle phones,
candlesticks, desk type phones are
fine. DON'T BE BASEFUL! Send in
your pictures, we need them. This
also goes for the collectors abroad -your input is important. Remember,
the new collector also wants to know
and learn about things that can still be
found and so does the older collector -we can all learn. So let's send them in
to me while it's fresh in your mind.
BILL ELSASSER, #103
Chairperson
Membership Education Committee
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GEORGE

& VALERIE

ATeA
Phon.
(213)
312-0011

(ii MODERN

#&37

VALENZUElA
& &3iA

1036 A,vl.Uon 8lvd.
HERMOSA

BEACH.

DECORATOR

Please drop by and
visit. We look forward
to renewing old friendships
and making new friends
in ATCA.
George & Val

CA 90254

TELEPHONES.

0,,*.,
lu,,-S.,
11-8

MARGE WILSON, #1018, Box 173,
Lebanon, NJ 08833, Tel: 201-236:6200

:x
0
Z
m
-(

FOR SALE

>
CD

r-

'"

'"

1896STROWGER AUTOMATIC DIAL
TELEPHONE

•

ETC.

Reference--Article
of the Month,
January 1983newsletter. Send SASE
for detailed information sheet, last
day bids will be accepted is January
27, 1984.

JANUARY,1984
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JON KOLGER, #561, 4401 Wilmette,
Ft. Wayne, IN 46806Tel:219-456-5415
FOR SALE
Oak "French" folding door telephone
booth, pg. 660, center, Ron's new
book, has pressed tin interior, shelf,
bronze hardware and "Telephone"
sign, you haul $400.0 Oak slant-front
general store showcase, ideal for
displaying c.s. and smaller items, 5 ft.
long x 20 in. I}lgb.,..aAet-her-Y01;J-h I
ite~ $150. [§"" A. E. 34A\~3JD!lIlJop.tl.OOe-?
d·iClI, pg. 181 b
om right, good
~~i0..D-$39.
Stewart Bros. linemans test set with original leather
cover and strap, good condition $65. 0
Early North Electric flush-mount
transmitter with original mouthpiece,
very good condition $60.
WANTED
Always paying highest prices and/or
making best trades for Automatic
Electric COLORED monophones. I
am looking for wall sets as well as
desk sets; single line and multi-line 0
Also making best deals on parts for
same; bases, handsets, cradles, etc ...
o Desperately need matte-gold
plated trim pieces, such as trim rings,
cradles, fingerwheels, switch-hook
plungers, and A.E. dials with gold
plated fingerstops--WHAT DO YOU
HAVE?

STEVE HOWELL, #218,837 Grayson
Rd.,
Rocky
Mount,
NC 27801
Tel: 919-446-2550
WANTED
Any Sumter telephones or parts of 0
Glass battery jars 0 Walnut Canadian Bell top box for Blake set and
battery box 0 Extension bell sets.

WALTER DIAMOND, #612,2930Cravey
Dr.,
Atlanta,
GA
30345
Tel: 404-939-1879
WANTED
Kellogg 5 bar mag with crank.

JIM OAMON, #411, One Telephone
Dr., Box 38, Mt. Vernon, OR 97865
Tel: 503-932-4411
WANTED
Transmitter for a Wonderphone C.S.
telephone. Will buy or trade.

RONNIE FRIZZELL, #273, Box 8107,
Omaha, NE 68108Tel:402-551-4407
FOR SALE
Round Mountain States pocket mirror
$35. 0 Kellogg C.S. phone $55.

STEPHEN LARMORE, #77, 102Austin Ln,Alamo,CA 94507TeI415-838-8523
WANTED
Burns receiver in~ood condition 0
Monarch receivefs--two 0 WilliamsAbott receive 0 Chic)go receiver
o Bracket or W. 0/. ~Ol magneto
which anc ors mag eto to bpckboard
o Gree single strand cloth covered
cord fer transmttter
arrh 0 Single
con1Jctor cloth" covered cord for use
in riring
backboard of telephone 0
G,Pld electrode American Electric
transmitter 0 Elliot wall phone, with
J1arking~ and name plate, will pay
reasonable amount for above items.

JOHN HARTMAN, #1005,220 E. Golf
Ave.,
S. Plainfield,
NJ 07080,
Tel: 201-756-5254
WANTED TO BUY
Quantities of telephones from the '30s
and '40s. 0 Old dials, handsets and
cabinets for any make or model
phone.

TOM VAUGHN, #765, 15128Mendota
Rd., Apple
Valley,
CA 92307,
Tel: 619-242-2932
FOR SALE
Phoenix compact mag set, oak, chain
drive mag.
WANTED
Short or sma II 2 box phones 0 Phone
with transmitter in front door 0 Glass
mouthpiece 0 Blue Bell glass paperweight 0 Paystation with pull arm 0
Candlestick attachments.

CARL SCARANO, #1008,29F Candlewyck
Ln.,
Utica,
NY,
13502
Tel: 315·797-6259
FOR SALE
1943U.S. military wall set, type 305
KPK, with audiosears receiver, mag,
made by Kellogg $100.0 1938Federal
Tel. & Radio Corp., mag desk set $75.
WANTED
Utica Fire Alarm Tel. Co. intercoms,
candlesticks,
parts, catalogs and
literature 0 W.E. 6 1/2" spearhook
for tye 21 top box 0 Condenser,
pushbutton with inside contacts, and
11 digit number plate for 1907 A. E.
wall set with Strowger
dial 0
Backboard for Anders pushbutton set.

GERRY AUGUSTA, #698,636Stewart
Ave. Bethpage,
L.I.
NY 11714
Tel:516-433-2392
FOR SALE
Kellogg c.s. microphone, has push to
talk switch and 6 ft. cord with plug,
can be made into a non-dial C.S.
phone, parts needed to convert it
would be: receiver switch-hook assembly, you can leave the bull dog
transmitter on it $35. each, 5 or more
$30.each plus' UPS. If calling, call 6
P.M. E.S.T.

BILLARD'S
OLD TELEPHONES,
GERRY BILLARD, #76, 21710 Regnart
Rd., Cupertino,
CA 94014
Tel: 408-252-2104 and 408·257-0142
Cable (Billardtel)
FOR SALE
WHOLESALE
QUALITY REPRODUCTION PHONE PARTS. LARGE
STOCK READY FOR SHIPPING.
EXCEPTIONAL
BRASS CANDLESTICK DIAL KIT COMPLETE $52.
BASIC KIT, MINUS DIAL, CORDS
AND ELEMENTS $39.75. GREAT
QUALITY EVERY TIME. TRADES!

FRED RIECK, #336, Rt. 1, Box 492,
Red Hook, NY 12571Tel: 914-756-2503
FOR SALE - Shipping Extra
Booklet "Birth and Babyhood of the
Telephone" T.A. Watson, 45 pages,
1934$8. 0 10blotters and postcards, 9
different,
various of poles, wire,
monkey business, etc. $13. 0 8x5
pictures in 10x13frame, C 1906, boy
angel in clouds with old wall hung
swbd in enclosed circle of people of
the world, small, hard to see tear in
clear corner area, away from picture
$12. 0 16 1/2x16 1/2 flange sign, New
En land
excellent, $110.
-1 h
cks or
pairs,Jie ent $4. 0 W.E. oval
rad)~ phone, on-dial, decent, E
han~set$l.
A.E. dial c.s. on black
and nicke "Burns Hilo" scissors
extension, nice label with wall bracket $125. 0 S.A. single box arm and
transmitter $30.
DICK ERICKSON, #23, Box 5394,
Huntington
Beach,
CA
92646
Tel: 714-963-9919
FOR SALE OR TRADE
S.C. oilcan $475. 0 Select-o-phone
auto dial c.s. $275.0 Swedish-American c.s. $475.
WANTED
Wierd phone attachments and advertising items.

CARL SATTERLEE, #370, Riverside
Market-Somerset Mall, Somers-et,-PA
15501Tel:814-445-8151
FOR SALE OR TRADE
All non-dial c.s.: 6 W.E. brass $95.
each 0 4 Kellogg $80. each 0 2
Stromberg-Carlson $85. each 0 A. E.
brass $95.0 W.E. nickel $100.0 W.E.
8 button intercom with watch case
receiver $100.0 10W.E. transmitters
black $22., nickeled $27. each 0
10 W.E. transmitters 143-A $27. each
o 25 bull dog transmitters $5. each 0
20different mags from $37.up -- ALL
PLUS POSTAGE
WANTED
Century marked transmitter 0 Armsign-Bell nut-mag for W.E. vanity 0
Transmitter for unknown potbelliesscrews at 12:00-3:00-6:00-9:00size of
S.C. 0 Farr marked transmitter and
cup.

PAUL McFADDEN, #888, 3207 E.
Bend Dr., Algonquin,
I L 60102
Tel: 312-658-7844
WANTED
Wanted for Xmas, Vought handset
and weight for pendant phone pg. 432
o Connecticut long base trans for
identical 2 boxer pg. 357 upper rt. 0
Milde top box transmitters,
must
have corner screw mounting
0
Phoenix trans. pg. 268figs 2 and B 0
Middle box pg. 269fig 1 0 Standard 2
battery bottom boxes in oak, walnut
and cherry 0 Chicago or National oak
2 battery bottom box 0 W.E. walnut
backboard and 2 battery trays for No.
5 arm 0 Am. EI. 2" sq. name plate for
2 box swing-away.
FOR TRADE OR SALE
Standard walnut top box with 3 bar
chain drive mag but missing Milde 0
Early Chicago oak 2 boxer with
maroon mag, spearhorns, and fancy
Chicago name plate 0 Western Const.
CTPFF in oak, has bottom mounted
mag and ugly white paint.
NORM MULVEY, #379,1 Rudolf Ln.,
Norwalk, CT 06851, Tel: 203-847-1155
WANTED
Walnut top box that has 4 binding
posts at bottom of box, up front near
door, will trade or purchase 0
Switch-hook with 80 degree bend at
receiver end, and knife-like edges on
shank 0 Switchboard
boom for
Russell & Tomlison switchboard, see
Ron's priceguide pg. 98, lower left 0
Stationary
switch-hook
4 screw
mounting 0 2 bar 2 bolt black mag
chain drive for national of Boston
phone 0 W.E. tandems 42" to 6' 0
Lock for C.W. Williams coffin 0
Wooden Bell receivers 0 Unusual
- porcela in-tetephom:signs-O Phoenix-of New York name tag 0 Manhattan
mechanical transmitter black in color
and mouthpiece for same 0 Any early
Bell parts 0 Marked or unmarked
Blake transmitters 0 50 G W.E. pay
phone 0 Oak W.E. shelf for S.B.
(high)
FOR TRADE
1895-96Manhattan 3 box oak long pole
mint 0 Cherry wood 2 box with Blake
transmitter 0 Holcomb string phone
Cleveland, Ohio $250. 0 W.E. oak
vanity or sale, best offer 0 Dean
metal, Sumter metal, S.c., Ericsson,
S.A., and other receivers 0 Coin box
for c.s. mint 0 Empty never used
slbox tandem 0 C.W. Williams 50 line
switchboard 0 1800's Viaduct transmitter 0 1884 Gower-Viaduct 3 box
walnut.

DAVID MARTIN, #278, 6016 Sheaff
Lane, Ft. Washington,
PA 19034
Tel: 215-628-9490
FOR SALE OR TRADE
3" round battery switches, 4 connec
tion, mostly oak, like pg. 230center $5.
each,S for $20. 0 Tillotson threadless
insulator, aqua, CD# 740 0 W.E. 2 B
wall mount scissors gate brackets,
cast aluminum $9. each 0 W.E. oak
wall mount plug board - photo 0
Herbert Potter, Boston oak annunciator $50.

A. G. VAN NORTWICK, #5, 14300
Brookline Ct., Wichita,
KS 67230
Tel: 316-733-1444
FOR SALE
American Electric c.s., all original,
black, marked receiver, pg. 2
upper right $150.0 Monarch c.s., ne'h
nickel pg. 532 A & B $225. 0 DeVeau
c.s.. new nickel and paint, lettered
transmitter, marked receiver $150.0
2 1/2" brass gongs, poor nickel no
W. E., $1. each -- PRICES PLUS
POSTAGE
FOR TRADE
North triplett arm, complete with
transmitter 0 American Electric 2
box swing-away arm.
WANTED
"1 W:-E:-walch case receivers uSource
of supply for brown cloth 2-conductor
receiver cords (not Shattuc Cable) 0
W. E. walnut battery box, 6" wide
(inside) 0 W.E. black transmitters,
marked "Western Electric Co.,"
want good original paint.
CLARE SEPLINSKI. #500, 295 126th
Ave.
Wayland,
MI
49348
Tel: 616-792-2913
FOR SALE
20 old style Kellogg handsets with
capsules but without cords $4. each
plus shipping--buy them all and I'll
pay shipping.
WANTED
Line terminal binding posts like on
pg. 377, illustration 189-200Cof Ron's
book, but I'm also interested in other
types too.

i~

___

15 E. AVE. D
SAN ANGELO, TEXAS
76903

.&.

915-655-4174

C-200 crank black $1. each 0 P-100
receiver shell and cap $3. each 0
R-195gong mount black $1.25each or
$12.per dozen 0 S-130Universal wall
hook black $1. each or $10. per dozen
o T-l00 Transmitter gasket .30 cents
each or .28cents each in lots of 1000
N.E. 630 Call Directors
Itt 148 ABA Minature ringers $3.50
each or $72. per case (24) 0 Itt type
564 keyphones $10. each AS is 0 AE
~4!
Type 86and 87keyphones .$10.each AS
;~.oj.~~~~11
is 0 N.E. ty.p~ 630 call ~I:ectors $15.
each reconditioned 0 MIlitary BD 72
.~
.. \
.:. .. :..'-->
switchboard AS is $85. plus freight
C:::=:-JI
. _
FOB San Angelo, TX 0 Military BD
i
~
89 Switchboard AS is $100.plus freight
. -Vf..4l'
_
FOB San Angelo, TX 0 Military
TA-I/PT Field telephone with carryTYII. so.i Desk
ing case AS is $35. 0 Networks for
W. E. 302telephone $1.50each 0 Type
19G Itt, S.C., W.E. dials AS is $10. per
dozen.

;~~,l

•

A.E. 86 & 87

Caleulagraph
Makes great wall clock
to add to your display room.
Complete with transformer
15.

FRED STANDIFORD,
#610, 1827
White Oak Ave., Baltimore, MD 21234
Tel: 301-665-2272
FOR SALE
Williams Telephone and Supply milk
bottle receiver with green cord 0
Telephone almanacs 32,34,36,38, and
41 $5. each 0 Bell System wood box
with coin collection bells used for
training new operators, neat $50. 0
Electric calculagraph $15. 0 Mark
Bell System red globe lantern $30. 0
FRED FREEBOLlN, 1034,17 E. View
s-.. Lombard, I L 60148TeI312-627-5343 191510x12calendar, women with c.s.
$8. 0 #2637Kellogg specially insulatWANTED
ed wall phone pg. 480$150.0 16" W. E.
W.E. 284-B and 141 jacks, E-5 line
brass electric fan, Pat. 1893-19050 2
relays 0 W.E. 48-H or 22-H mag 0
box Century refinished oak, original
W.E. 507-B switchboard 0 Books or
nickel including mag, network wired
circuits for W. E. 551and other switch$265.
boards.
MITCHELL SOROKA, #662, 5 Orient
Way,
No. Caldwell,
NJ 07006
Tel:201-226-6261
FOR TRADE OR SALE
Complete U.S. mercury dime collection for candlesticks,
wallphones,
long poles, rare parts--make offer 0
Sumter green 5 bar mag $25. 0 W. E.
scissor phone, excellent condition,
older receiver $135.

~

British Magneto Desk
Complete one piece unit

AL FARMER, #15, 1200 Cessna Cr.,
Rt.
13,
Lincoln,
NE
68527
Tel: 402-466-0377
PARTS FOR SALE
Prices Plus Shipping
Nametags: Chicago $8.; American
Electric, oblong $12.; American Electric 1 1/2" square Independent $20. 0
Receivers: all in very good condition
Marked--Chicago
$30.; W. E. $18.;
Suttle $25.; Gamewell $25.; DeVeau
$45.; S.C. brass base, excellent $25.;
Eureka with brass base $85. 0
Unmarked--3 misc. $15. each; A.E.
$18.; S.A. metal base $33.; W.E. OST
Pony, mint $60. 0 Transmitter Face
plates and cups: Eureka with large
name tag, nickel $25.; Dean with
metal MP, marked cup, no nickel
$15.; Samson, marked, no cup $10.;
Cracraft-Leich, nickel $18.; Several
unmarked with good nickel $15. 0
Single box transmitter mounts: Several Kellogg and W.E. with short
mount cup and stud $10.; North oval
with nickel cup $20.; S.A. cast $25.;
Kellogg 6" $20.; 4" $15. like new; S.C.
with plug in arm $25. 0 Magnetos:
(All clean and work) 4 bar HC, nickel
covers $30.; 4 bar Chicago with
staggered tooth gears $30.; 5 bar S.C.
$25.; 5 bar unmarked, nickel covers
$25. 0 Miscellaneous: Kellogg narrow oak top box, forked hook and
early tag, excellent$110.; Lincoln Tel.
Co. sign $25.; Repro Kellogg candlestick base $5.; Repro No. 5 type
transmitter arm $20.; Receiver diaphragms 25 cents each; S.c. 2 box
cast iron transmitter
unit (needs
painting) with good nickel plug-in
lettered transmitter $45. W.E. oak
extension bell with decal $20.; Bell
shaped wood bookends--Tel Pioneers-dated 1935 $50.; W.E. oak magneto
box, 3 bar mag, nice shape $25.; Type
21 switch-hook, dated, good nickel
$20.; Matched pair of S.C. oak hinged
door boxes, one with marked magneto
hanging upside down and other with
ringer $60.

STAN DEORSEY, 1075, 78 Colburn
o-. Poughkeepsie, NY 12603
Tel: 914-462-0586
WANTED
W.E. inter-phones, especially 1 3/4
inch brush brass finish gong and
watch case type receiver for interphones.
FOR SALE OR TRADE
N.Y Tel original Blue Bell paperweight $65.
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DICK LOWE, #1051, Box 296, Santa
Clara, CA 95052Tel: 408-984-1555
WANTED
Catalogs of the 30's, 40's or 50's and
colored W.E. 202 phones.

JANUARY,

§
§

1984

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

EL RANCHO TRADERS
BOB SNOUFFER, #265
Box 347,Salome, AZ, 85348
Tel: 602-859-3633

.~~..q...q...q...q.~..q...q...q.~

The
PHONE-A-LYZERTM
Phone Center
Test Set

-.-.-.-

Full time -- Dealer/Service.
Reproduction and Original Parts/Phones .
As-is old phones cheaper than FCC
Wired/registered.
We recommend
using Ron Knappen's 2-volume book
for making inquiries.
Catalog on
"New parts for old Phones" - Another
on "Ice Box Hardware."
Wholesale
to ATCA members and antique dealers. Add 10% for shipping, excess
credited or refunded.

added to existing parts on basic
component unit. Like switch and hook
or cup and mount.
In stock again, 2 lead brown cloth ~
covered cords. Rec, 3 1/2' $2.i line 6
1/2' $3.15. 3-4-5 line cords coming
soon, inquire.
Standard mod cord
male plugs [only] 4-conductor same
as "AMP" but only 18 cents each.
Can be crimped on with Radio Shack
tool.
BE SURE TO GET YOUR NEW
PRICE SHEETS DATED JAN.1,1984.

RON KNAPPEN, #45, Rt. 2, Box 590,
Galesville, WI 54630Tel: 608-582-4124
FOR SALE
§ No-Problem Customer
Large glass framed 1927 Chart of
Supervisors $15. 0 Ericafones 10 nice
Phone Testing Is Here.
tested bagged w-modular $14.each 0
Conway's PHONE-A-LYZER is a
All black steel dialsticks repro $57. 0
superbly designed testing device
Modular plugs 29/46 cents 0 Many
for fast, accurate GOINO GO
phones from the '30s, '40s, raised-letchecks of the six basic telephone
~
§ instrument functions right at the
ter duplication S.C. brass name plate
Phone Center! When phones are
$1.50; 10083cents pp. 0 Dial adaptors
returned to the Phone Center with
for installing dials any place includsuspected cases of trouble, they
ing exterior of phones $3.50; 10 $31.90
can be immediately accepted as
Oak phone, Chicago, bevel glass
o Many old phones, parts, literature.
§ bad or returned as good. With no
front, new boHom box, otherwise
Common oaks $125. 0 Bell's tele§ , argument. And, when phones are § pretty good, W. E. ringer unit with it
phone patent on fine quality llx14
§ sold to a customer, they can be
§ $275. INCLUDES shipping, in the 48
heavy stock for framing. Copies are
pre-checked to avoid trouble. The
~§ states only.
about 15years old $2. pp. or free with
PHONE-A-LYZER is so simple to
history-priceguide $4.80 0 Payphone
use that any non-technical person
keys: 29Sand 21B $2.25, 13at $1.600
can operate it with ease. Test re}
sults are Signaled by indicator
§
300 pg. list $3. or free with historylamps that are easy to understand.
§
priceguide $4.90 pp. Jan. 0 Switchboards all heavy floor models: 1917
LINE CORD TEST JACKS
~
tall w-rail $150.; 1920-39styles, wood,
some dials; practical for answering
services, etc. $75. photos $1. 0
Mini-networks again $2.50or 10 $1.45
\
j
12-DIGIT DIALED
each 0 Hardcover
344-pg. book
§
\f
NUMBER DISPLAY
---w=papelWrapter..,~octbve---Centr al ,
Hello, World" by Rippey 0 A like-new
(except 4 pages torn out) centennial
history of NW Bell. Lots of interesting
-A.E. with hook and old mag $35.,some
history and comments about early
have handsets, some have no mag but
phones w-unit on Clark Automatic
A.E. pay phone mount and cup, some
$4.75.
have bull dog trans. and older hook $5.
more, add $5. more if good dia I.
Smaller ones in W.E., Kellogg, S.C.
§ VOICE/TONE
'I
§ top bells, some hooks and cups at $ 25.,
BOB WHITE, #628,4560Darcelle Dr.,
§§ VOLUME
,I,' PHONE TEST JACK ~
Union City, CA, 94587Tel: 415-471-6937
add $5. for bull dog trans. W. E. with
INDICATOR
!
'POWER ON LAMP Y
hook and switch and c.s. cup on inside
WANTED
mount, add $5.for bull dog trans. S.C.
§ LAMPS
TILT STAND AND ~
I need a W.E. long pole with no
cracks, repairs or repro parts 0 2 old
§ RING BUTTON I CARRYING HANDLE ~ with cup and ball mount $22.50same
good nickeled W. E. hand cranks type'
§ SIDE-TONE BUTTON
.
§ with no cup but has switch and hook.
21 0 2 good nickeled wall phone cups
Distributed by VTS INDUSTRIAL CO§. All prices vary with added parts and
marked with Property of Am. Bell
Drawer MM, Salome, AZ85348
§ are less if fewer parts go with or box
Tel. Co. & pat. dates with hole 0 2
TEL: 602-859-3595
§ condition is bad or worse. If aII this is
early clothed receiver cords for type
confusing, imagine all salvaged parts
21 box, have no trade.
~
List Price $799.00Drepaid
~ selling at $7.50will only be $5. when
~..q.~..q...q...q...q.~..q,..q,.q,~
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